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The schism between preventionists 

and moralists over  what the correct 

strategy of HIV/AIDS control should 

be is  evident internationally. We 

suggest that the roots of this schism 

have a fundamental nature. 



What they suggest 
 

 “Preventionists”: 

               The more sexual education and 

  harm reduction, the better. 
 

“Moralists” 

               As little sexual education and  

 harm reduction as possible. 



Preventionists and moralists use 

complementary descriptions of the 

same biosocial phenomenon.  
 

Preventionists attempt to exactly describe and 

fix biomedical parameters 
 

Moralists attempt to exactly describe and fix 

social and moral parameters. 
 

The usage of two complementary descriptions 

of the same biosocial phenomenon is the 

reason of schism between preventionists and 

moralists. 



Preventionists and moralists 

use complementary 

descriptions of HIV/AIDS 

epidemic, sexual behavior and 

drug addiction. That is why 

they do not understand each 

other. 
  



Uncertainty in descriptions of 

dual-natured phenomena 
 
It is not possible to measure both moral 

and biomedical parameters of any 

biosocial phenomenon exactly and 

simultaneously. It is also not possible to 

adhere strictly and simultaneously to both 

prevention and moral descriptions 

(theories) in practice. 



Approximate descriptions of dual-natured 

phenomena 

 
If we still want to use both types of descriptions 

simultaneously it is possible only in approximate form. 

Approximate values of biosocial parameters lay between 

the extreme values of  alternative complementary 

descriptions.  

The compromise may be defined as the approximate 

description (measurement) of biosocial parameters. 
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How do we reach a compromise? 
(How do we approximately measure  biosocial 

parameters?) 

 

Mechanism of compromise is 

parliamentarism in a broad sense of the 

word.  

Politicians, the only masters of 

compromise, are often labeled as 

unscrupulous.  



If we measure approximately how we 

reach the goal? 



The size of “minimal personal single 

dose” of illicit drug in Russia as 

determined by special decisions of the 

State Duma 

Before 2004              2005                   May 2004 
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Attitude to routine HIV testing in USA 

PCR  

testing 

is coming 



Establishing a bracket  

Undershot         target        Overshot 
    

      ( --- )                                      ( + ) 



Principle of “artillery bracket” or  

feedback in goal achievement have been 

used by people for ages. As a scientific 

principle it was generalized by N.Winer 

and forms the basis of cybernetics. 

In human society, when achieving major 

goals, this principle reveals itself  in 

periodic changes of policy towards a 

problem if it is not resolved.  



Compromise and norm 



The “norm” is “a standard, model or 

pattern, regarded as typical: social 

norms” 

                       The American Heritage College Dictionary 2002 

   A rule generally accepted in a certain 

community, an opinion or a maxim 

expressed as a law 
   Large Soviet Encyclopedia, second edition 1953  



Some norms are more fundamental or 

conservative, whereas other may change and 

evolve more readily.  Deviations from a norm 

are inevitable, but there is still a general 

gravitation towards it. Social regulation is 

connected to the social norm. The system of 

social norms determines self-regulation of the 

society.  

The concept of “stigma”  should be discussed 

in the context of its connection to the social 

norm.    



New social norms and new forms of 

social partnerships are generated on 

the bases of compromise which can 

be achieved as the result of  

complicated interaction of new  

complementary descriptions 

(“different opinions”) with existing 

norms. 
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Country 1 Country 2 Country 3 

The results of a compromise will be different in different 

societies  



Attitudes toward mild narcotic substances are 

quite tolerant in some Eastern cultures. 

 

Different compromises in different countries 

may yield equivalent resolution of a common 

problem. For example, Australia and Sweden 

have different policies on the control of illicit 

drug use, but both countries are successfully 

controlling the spread of HIV. 



   Scientists often think that scientific 

evidence is sufficient to change social 

norms. Is it correct? 



 

Research:  

- thousands of people X 

several years 

? 

Social norms:   

- hundreds of millions 

of people X thousands 

of years 

Is science sufficient for changing social 

norms? 



Nikita Nikolaevich  

MOISEEV 
 

Tyranny of Truth 

Belief in the power of 

practical experience 



It must be admitted that cardinal Ballarmino’s position … 

is closer to me and more preferable than implacability of 

Galilei. It is not vital that the cardinal speaks language of a 

clergyman. It is more important that careful criticism of 

Ballarmino, his acknowledgement of pragmatic value of 

Copernic’s scheme and refusal to believe that the world is 

arranged exactly as Copernic says, corresponds more to 

the present day understanding of scientific theories than 

famous words of  Galilei “And still it’s revolving”.  



Mankind shall have to refuse from illusion of boundless 

possibilities… Science is not autonomous… It is 

involved into “wider institutions”… Mankind faces the 

inevitable change of civilization paradigms. It needs 

quiet wisdom of democracy courageous enough  to 

refuse the supremacy of dogmas  which I call “tyranny 

of truth”. 

It is democracy that is to create a new scale of values 

common to all mankind  with the help of science and 

other institutions…  

 

N.N Mioseev  ”Tyranny of Truth” 





Proposals have been made for scientists to engage with 

other communities on the ethical, legal, and social 

implications of science and technology and for the 

“public voice” to be brought into the formative stages of 

decision making. 

 

                            Where Science Meets Society 
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                     “Going public”, Nature 431, 883 
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 1. We see that certain fundamental concepts, 

like the concept of uncertainty, may be 

universal for widely separated areas of the 

reality. We see that the concept of biosocial 

uncertainty may constitute the new paradigm in 

studying the biosocial phenomena.  

Conclusions: 



2.  It is impossible to reach absolutely true 

multidisciplinary descriptions of biosocial 

systems. Rather, only incomplete or  approximate 

descriptions are possible. It seems that truths 

about these systems are relative and are 

connected with our  purposes  through feedback. 

By seeking his or her personal goals, the 

observer plays an active role as a participant in a 

biosocial process. No absolute and purpose-

independent truth about such complex systems is 

possible.  

 

We live in “approximate” world. 

Conclusions (continued): 



 3. The existing schism between 

preventionists and moralists concerning 

HIV/AIDS and similar issues is a result of 

uncertainty of complementary 

descriptions of complex biosocial 

systems.  It is being resolved through  

compromises which may vary in different 

countries. In global health we should pay 

more attention to cultural peculiarities. 

  

 

 

Conclusions (continued): 



  4. The policy decision making process 

must rely not only on scientific 

evidence with its inherent uncertainty, 

but also on the cultural, historical, 

religious and political traits of a given 

society.  

   Teaching the principles of compromise 

must become an integral part of 

educational programs.  

Conclusions (continued): 



? 

Are dual-use technologies possible in biosocial sphere? 

Are there such biosocial interventions that can give a 

positive effect in one case and do harm in another case 

(intentionally or folly)? 

(-) (+) 


